Female models in an American glamour website: geographic distribution, modeling limits and income according to their self presentations
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ABSTRACT
The American glamour modeling market is the largest in the world and GlamourModels is the main specialized website in the field. We analyzed the 368 profiles of American models published at the site through 2011. The mean age of the models was 27.6 years and they were taller and slimmer that the general female population of the country (mean values: height 1.68m, weight 54kg and waist-to-hip ratio 0.73). From 2001 to 2011 the representation of models in the website expanded from the East to the Central and Western parts of the USA. The number of models in a state can be predicted from its total population size. The state with the most models was California, followed by Texas, New York and Arizona. Only six states were unrepresented at the website in 2011 and all were states with small populations and without large cities. Generally models preferred to work clothed, even if the approach in the clothed categories was more sexual than in the art nude categories. Models might be worried about how their work can affect their social acceptance. They find in glamour modeling a supplementary source of income that can be pursued along with other activities and that offers a relatively high pay.
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resumen
El mercado estadounidense de modelos glamour es el más grande del mundo y GlamourModels es el principal portal especializado en ese campo. Analizamos los perfiles de 368 modelos estadounidenses publicados en el sitio hasta el 2011. Su edad promedio fue de 27,6 años y son más altas y esbeltas que la población femenina general del país (promedios: 1.68m de altura, 54kg y cociente cintura-cadera 0,73). De 2001 a 2011 la presencia de modelos en el sitio se expandió desde el este hasta las regiones central y occidental de los EE.UU. La cantidad de modelos producida por cada estado se puede predecir a partir de su población total. El estado con más modelos fue California, seguido por Texas, Nueva York y Arizona. Sólo seis estados seguían sin tener modelos en el sitio en 2011 y todos eran estados con poblaciones pequeñas y sin grandes ciudades. Generalmente las modelos prefieren trabajar vestidas aunque el enfoque sea más sexual que en el desnudo artístico. Puede preocuparles el rechazo social a este tipo de trabajo. Estas mujeres hallan en el modelaje glamour una fuente adicional de ingresos que se puede mantener en paralelo con otras actividades y que paga bien por hora.

PALABRAS CLAVE: modelos, glamour, geografía, edad, desnudez, economía.

Models are people who are presented as examples to imitate. For millennia they have served varied functions: models of religious behavior were used to sell relics in the Middle Ages; political models were used in propaganda by the Nazis and the Soviets in the 20th century, and commercial models are used to sell all types of products today (Bock, 1983; Soley-Beltrán 2004).

Even though today’s market requires a large variety of body types, as a rule models are expected to meet some beauty standards. Female models meet the Beauty Match-up Hypothesis: body shapes and facial characteristics match particular product lines (Solomon, Ashmore & Longo, 1992). Unable to meet the often impossible beauty ideal presented by the media, women can suffer from low self esteem and health problems that include eating disorders like anorexia nervosa (Garner, Garfinkel, Schwartz & Thompson, 1980).

Coy (2009) described how the media teaches girls that femininity and beauty are fundamental characteristics that they need for a good life and Soley-Beltrán (2004) wrote that the way models are selected is a form of visual neo-colonialism that values white women above others. Such criticisms were made even when normal women are told that models are not typical women and that they should accept their bodies as they are. This apparently positive message is considered by Frith, Raisborough...
and Sisterhood (2010) as just another capitalist technique, a form of “psychological rehabilitation” designed to make women feel better so that they consume more fashion and beauty products.

Independently of how women consider their differences with models, not all humans meet commercial beauty standards and this has important implications for survival, mating success, offspring production and parenting (Darwin, 1872; Buss, 2009). As a result of these implications, humans normally try to present a positive image of themselves, and is his classic work The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, Goffman stated that the need for a positive “self presentation” turns everyone into a “social actor” (Goffman, 1959). Like theater actors, normal humans must both play and look the part, with the help of makeup, clothing, etc. (Bem 1967).

The subject was analyzed experimentally by Schlenker (1975) who found that, under public pressure, self-presentation is consistent with expectations of actual performance, and we now know that self-presentation affects scales used by psychologists to measure personality (Paulhus, Bruce & Trapnell, 1995).

The lack of direct social clues in Internet gives people better control of how they present themselves to the public (Papacharissi, 2002) but there are surprisingly few studies on self presentation in the Internet (Schau & Gilly, 2003; Coy & Garner, 2010; Monge & Vega, 2011; Turner, 2012).

While fashion models guide women about how they should present themselves to society and are ubiquitous in the media (Tovée, Mason, Emery, McCluskey & Cohen-Tovée, 1997), glamour models are not so well known and represent a different market segment. Glamour models do not help sell fashion or similar products; they normally model for art and soft-erotica photographers. Coy and Gardner (2010) wrote that the media turned glamour modeling into an acceptable occupation, and Monge & Vega (2011) studied self presentation by glamour models in the early years of the Internet. Apparently these are the only studies available. In this article we revisit American glamour models, expand the scope of our previous study and compare some results with the panorama from a decade ago.

METHODS

The information in model websites is normally posted by the models themselves. The information basically consists of self descriptions about what the models look like, where they live, what kind of work they prefer, and what kind of modeling they reject. Less frequently they include information on their academic level, fees, contracts signed and personal data.

We decided to study Glamour Models (www.glamourmodels.com) because it is the largest specialized website for glamour models and because we had already done a study of the site with data from 2001 (Monge & Vega, 2011). We collected our data in October 2011 and included the whole population of American models in the site (we excluded a small section with foreign models also available at the site).

Additionally to self descriptions, we recorded the state where each model lives (for analysis of their geographic distribution) as well as the lists of modeling types that they prefer, and what kind of modeling they reject (for the identification of modeling limits). Additionally we recorded any information about fees and contracts listed in the profiles or in linked documents to estimate their annual income.

To compare with our current results, we reproduced the 2001 glamour models map from Monge & Vega (2011). To check if total state population correlated with number of glamour models in the state we obtained the population size for each state from the official Census of the USA (http://www.census.gov/2010census/). We produced a correlation graph of state population versus number of models with the Alcula software (www.alcula.com/calculators/statistics/linear-regression/) and calculated significance with the Vassar Statistical Calculator (http://www.vassarstats.net/).

We also wanted to compare the body characteristics of the models with those of the general female population of the USA. For this, we used a computer-generated random sample of 70 profiles (from the total of 368 model profiles) to statistically analyze age, weight, height and waist-to-hip ratio (www.random.org/sequences/). We could not obtain biometric data for 2001 so this aspect is not compared for both periods.

Types of modeling are not defined by the website in its model signup for (http://glamourmodels.com/info/signup.html) so here they are defined according to Edelman (2013) and our own experience when Edelman did not provide details:

- **Glamour**: the model is presented with lightning, makeup and setting that make her appear elegant, beautiful and alluring. She may be clothed or semi-nude but covers the most intimate body parts.
- **Fashion**: the model is mostly dressed and displays clothing or other fashion items.
• Art: the model presents the subjective intent of the photographer, which may range from a beautiful scene to a repulsive one; she may be clothed or semi-nude.
• Figure: modeling is done in the nude but darkness and poses cover the most intimate body parts.
• Acting: the model participates in storytelling by portraying a character, normally for a video recording, and this is mostly done fully clothed.
• Lingerie: the model poses in elegant undergarments.
• Nudes: the models pose in complete nudity but the nature of poses and lighting are not clearly predefined.
• Fetish: the model poses in clothes and with paraphernalia associated with sexual fetishism. May include sadomasochistic poses.
• Runway: the model walks in a narrow platform showing clothing and accessories.
• Erotic Nude: modeling is more focused in the sexual aspects of the female body but lighting and setting fit an artistic view.
• Video: the model moves in a erotic way, often semi-nude or nude, for videos that are produced in an artful way.
• Artistic Nude: the model poses nude to represent an artistic view that normally uses light to present the human body in an abstract way.
• Bondage: the model, nude or with erotic clothing, appears tied up, bounded or otherwise restrained (associated with sexual or aesthetic purposes).
• Web: the model acts in erotic ways that normally include nudity in front of a camera for live Internet transmission or recording. The content is openly sexual.

Ethics: our data were obtained from public profiles freely available in the Internet. The models did not intend to hide the kind of work they accepted or any other information we used in this study, and glamour models normally use pseudonyms rather than their real names. Nevertheless, we do not even include pseudonyms in this article.

RESULTS

A total of 368 models had profiles in the site when we extracted the data (2011). Their mean age was 27.6 years (Standard Deviation SD 6.7 years). Other mean measurements were: height 1.68m(SD 0.08 m), weight 54kg(SD 8.36 kg) and waist-to-hip ratio 0.73(SD 0.05).

Geographic distribution

Several patterns emerge when the geographic distribution of the models is mapped. In 2001 the models concentrated in the east coast, including an unexpected number of models from conservative states (Fig. 1). Ten years later, presence in the website had expanded to the Central and Western states. Rather than decreasing as a result of the conservative government of G. W. Bush (2001-2009), who was in office in the period between our two studies, the presence of conservative states in the website increased from 2001 to 2011 (Fig. 1). The state with most models was California (followed by Texas, New York and Arizona). All states with large cities had models. Furthermore, a statistical correlation analysis indicates that the number of models produced by a state can be predicted from its total population size (Fig. 2). The six states without models at the site have small populations and lack large cities: Delaware, Idaho, Mississippi, Montana, Oklahoma and Wyoming.

Modeling limits

The website includes a digital form in which the models must indicate which type of modeling they will do, from a pre-defined list. Most of them indicated that they would do Glamour modeling, as expected in a glamour site. Nevertheless, 10% failed to select the box for glamour and we do not know if this minority forgot to do so or actually meant that they would not accept this kind of work (Fig. 3). The second most selected category was fashion (Fig. 3), possibly the most desired category in modeling because it may pay high fees, but fashion is a category that these models often cannot enter because of their height (see Discussion).

As defined under Methods, the site also has several categories that imply nudity and Artistic Nude was the nude category with the highest acceptance level (Fig. 3). All these nude categories are not formally defined; in practice they may overlap, but more models chose the Figure category than Nude and Artistic Nude. Even though it is strongly sexual, the Fetish category had more acceptance than the Artistic Nude category (Fig. 3) perhaps because it is done clothed. The less accepted categories were Bondage and Web (Fig. 3).

Besides the quantitative data that we have analyzed in the previous section, a few models published comments that can be approached from a qualitative point of view. These comments dealt, among other topics, with how they felt about particular types of modeling and what limitations they had on the kind of work that they...
Fig. 1. Geographic distribution of glamour models in the USA according to profiles in GlamourModels.com, 2011 versus 2001. The circles represent large cities. The thick border line in the Southeast surrounds the most conservative states, known as the “Bible Belt”. N= 368 models.

Fig. 2. State population (dark gray, in millions of inhabitants) and number of models (light gray, in total number) from the states with the largest number of models profiled in GlamourModels.com in 2011. Spearman Correlation Test, vertical axis number of models from that state, horizontal axis millions of inhabitants in the state. N= 368 models.
accepted. We present representative comments, verbatim, in the next section.

Examples of models’ comments on work, motivation and limits

A few models added texts stating that they were open to all the types of modeling described in the website. One wrote that sexually oriented modeling that is done clothed (Fetish, Bondage, Sadomasochism) was acceptable to her, while others stated that they preferred nude modeling even if paid only with digital copies of the photographs (“TFCD”). Some wrote that they would do posing that explicitly shows the vulva (“spreads”) or that they accepted posing with another female model, which often has a sexual, lesbian connotation:

Fetish/bondage/alternative imagery is where my passion lies. However, I am available for just about any type of photoshoot you would want (model).

I’m into all kinds of modeling, sounds vague but anything adult to bodypaint to fantasy looks like fantasy, fairy look etc. Photos that look like paintings, themes, etc. (model).

I accept a large range of work, but I am not limited to what I listed, and I am always looking for new projects and experiences; I DO NUDES and SOME PORN (PLEASE ENQUIRE) I do fetish, bdsm, erotic, and adult work (please enquire) I do shoot full nudes, including full spreads (model).

Others were very specific, repeating modeling types that the digital list already included, or provided a description of how they evolved with age in the kind of modeling that they would accept (one wrote that she moved from fashion in her adolescence to artistic nude when she became an adult); another stated that she was doing nude work while she still had a young body, apparently worried about how the human body changes with age. The previous cases do not mean that these models had no limits; for example one model wrote that she accepted erotic video work with other women but not with men, possibly influenced by how the resulting images might affect her social acceptance and even future romantic relationships. Finally, one showed her self-confidence by stating that she was not afraid of a little
ridicule and another expressed a strong artistic motivation, adding that she would do nudes as long as the results were original:

WHAT I AM INTERESTED IN DOING AND NOT OPPOSED TO: Swimsuit, video, portfolio updates, casual, head shots, fine art, tests, bridal, comic book, extras, calendar, promotional, two model shoot, lingerie, glamour, implied nudes, topless, parts model, glamour nude, artistic nude, figure nude, web work (model).

I have moved from shooting primary mainstream fashion in my teens, to mostly fine art, glamour, nude, and pinup inspired images now in my mid twenties (model).

I'm interested in doing nude photos and exotic films & fetish films. I just think I'm young and this kind of modeling would be perfect considering my body is still young. And for videos I ONLY work with females (model).

My experience is in fetish, artistic nude, erotic, bikini and unique and fantasy photos. I love weird freaky ideas and different photo shoots. I am not afraid to look silly, will do nudes, bondage, fetish, lingerie, fashion, alternative, just ask. Also if ever looking for an actress, hit me up! (model).

I am open for tfp/cd. I am interested in glamour, nice headshot, casual, body paint, implied nudity, and some photos that are different, bold, sexy, and extravagant (model).

Rejected types of modeling

Some rejected unpaid nude modeling (“Trade for Photographs” or TFP), except if it could give them media exposure potentially leading to paid contracts. One explained that the reason for not posing in the nude was her “real job”, again showing that the models can be aware of possible negative social repercussions of this line of work. Apparently some models are afraid of clients asking for sexual services so they openly stated that their services were limited to glamour posing and that they did not accept pornographic posing or provide sexual services. One model mentioned that she would not pose with men because of her sexual orientation; we ignore if that is the real reason but her statement is particularly interesting for its singularity, we did not find it in any other profile:

I DO NOT shoot TFP or trade unless you are an internationally published, VERY well known photographer (model).

I will not consider offers for pornography. I will consider TFP on a very limited basis. TFP offers will be evaluated according to my need for certain types of images for my portfolio, creativity of the project, publication, and my available time. I will not accept TFP for nudes (model).

I can’t do Nudes because of my real job. So please do not ask (model).

I am not shooting explicit projects or dancing or escorting! (model).

No nudity. Will not work with photographers who do not allow male escorts to accompany the models to the shoot. This is for safety purposes (model).

No offense to photographers, but I have 1000’s of nude images already! I am NOT interested in romance. I am in a committed relationship and very much in love with my man. Please understand that these are photo shoots, not dates (model).

I don’t do B/G. I am a lesbian (model).

Income

Some models published details on the academic degrees that they were pursuing and on the number of modeling contracts that they had signed. We used this information to assess their economic situation and income.

The studies were in varied fields, showing that there is no association between modeling for glamour photographers and pursuing a degree in a particular field: they listed Architecture; Biological Sciences; Broadcast News; Criminal Justice; Graphic Design and Business; Musical Performance and Acting; Web Design and Interactive Media; as well as two unidentified college degrees. Two models mentioned that they had graduated from modeling schools. The number of models mentioning higher studies was a very small fraction of the total population of the website. A total of 26 models published resumes with lists of contracts they had signed, and from these we calculated that they obtained a mean of 9.7 contracts per year.

Considering that normal glamour models can make at most $80 per hour, and usually far less (www.modelsanc-tuary.com/html/guidelines.html, March 2, 2012) we estimate that on average they earned $2 400 per year from modeling (each session usually lasts 3 hours: $80x3hrx10 contracts=$2 400). One quote summarizes the role that glamour modeling may play for them:

I’m working on getting my writing career underway. I’m modeling to make ends meet (model).
DISCUSSION

The birth dates of the models indicate that, with a mean age of 28 years, many are in the typical age that American women finish their university studies and get married (www.census.gov/). The height of the models is 6 cm higher and their mean weight 21kg lower than the average for the American female population (www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/bodymeas.htm). Their waist-to-hip ratio is 5 units lower than the ratio of the general female population (see Marlowe & Wetsman, 2001). All these biometric data indicate that glamour models are taller and slimmer than the general population to which they belong, in agreement with ideas about female beauty that are widespread albeit still debated (Kościński, 2013). It seems obvious to us that these models do conform to a commercially acceptable idea of beauty and this explains why they work in this field.

Geographic distribution

The American glamour modeling market is the largest in the world and GlamourModels is the largest specialized website in the field. It has received more than 46 000 000 model portfolio views in the last decade (http://www.glamourmodels.com/newmodels.html). Our results show where the models live, what kind of work they do as well as what kind they do not accept.

One of the reasons why some women choose glamour modeling is that this work can become a supplementary source of income that can be pursued along with other activities and that pays well (Coy & Garner, 2010). Considering that the adult female population of the USA in 2011 was around 313 000 000 (www.census.gov) and even assuming that only one in a 100 models posted their information in Glamour Models (368X100/313 000 000=0,017%), it is clear that less than 0,02% of the female population does this kind of work, a very low number when compared to more common female occupations such as secretary, which for the year 2010 was the occupation of 1,23% of the female population (www.census.gov).

One of the reasons why some women choose glamour modeling is that this work can become a supplementary source of income that can be pursued along with other activities and that pays well (Coy & Garner, 2010). Considering that the adult female population of the USA in 2011 was around 313 000 000 (www.census.gov) and even assuming that only one in a 100 models posted their information in Glamour Models (368X100/313 000 000=0,017%), it is clear that less than 0,02% of the female population does this kind of work, a very low number when compared to more common female occupations such as secretary, which for the year 2010 was the occupation of 1,23% of the female population (www.census.gov).

Why so few women work in glamour modeling can be explained by at least two reasons: the need to have certain physical characteristics, which few have, and the social rejection of a line of work that centers on body attractiveness (Coy & Garner, 2010), which makes this activity undesirable in many social environments. A question that we suggest to future researchers is why some women chose modeling while their sisters do not. The use of sisters as controls would prevent the methodological error that afflicts so many studies about why people do work related with eroticism and sexuality (see Schifter, 1999).

The unexpected result that conservative states were among the first to produce glamour models posting their profiles in GlamourModels could be explained by the fact that not all people living in conservative states are conservatives, but this does not explain why many non-conservative states took longer to enter the site database. We propose two hypotheses for future testing: that entering the field of glamour modeling reflects a rebellious rejection of religious limitations imposed on women, and that women from conservative states have a lower academic level that makes the high profit per hour rates of modeling more attractive. These hypotheses are inspired by the findings of Hansen (1998) and Glass and Jacobs (1998).

Cities that are centers of commerce are also important centers for the fashion and glamour industries (Gemperli, 2010), and this explains why all states with large cities have representatives in the website.

Types of modeling that the women accept

The statements posted by glamour models often reflect interest in working in artistic fields, perhaps because artistic fields are considered more serious and creative than glamour. Many models state that they are comfortable in Fashion and other categories in which work is done clothed, but there are also many that accept categories with artistic nudes, maybe because art and lingerie images are more accepted socially than explicit erotic and sexual images (Evans, Riley, & Shankar, 2010).

Falsely advertising the types of modeling that they accept would affect these women because the false information would become evident as soon as they were in front of the camera, thus we believe that they mostly tell the truth about modeling categories. While reading posts by photographers in the same website we noticed that they often complained about models not showing up for sessions, causing the photographers an important loss of money and time. Failure to appear may result from last minute insecurity rather than from models lying about what they can do. Nevertheless, a more detailed study of individual cases would be needed to reliably triangulate the models’ statements.

Types of modeling that the women reject

The fact that many models accepted some degree of nudity but some specifically rejected being photographed in sexually explicit activities suggests that they
want to keep themselves clearly separated from the more socially rejected role of “porn models” and that they sometimes are offered this kind of work (see Attwood, 2007). Erotic images are used frequently in the media to sell many types of products, and among these, glamorous images of women can merge with more openly sexual images, so we suspect that with time some models could move from glamour to more sexual images, while others probably remain in the glamour category for their whole career. Such cases have been documented in the series “Shot by Kern” (www.vice.com/shot-by-kern/). The two least accepted modeling types were Bondage and Web. Bondage implies modeling physically restrained in openly sexual poses, Web modeling is often associated with sex and low quality images (Edelman, 2013). Of course there are models interested in this market but they are not expected to have their profiles in glamour sites.

Comments on work, motivation and limits

While some research has claimed that people with negative self presentation want to receive negative appraisals (Swann, Wenzlaff & Tafarodi, 1992), other studies found that negative appraisals are received with depression or even violence (Stucke & Sporer, 2002; Kwang & Swann, 2010). However, such results are not necessarily contradictory because they apply to different samples. In any case, we did not find cases of negative self presentation in glamour models. When they choose to publish their profiles, these glamour models are elaborating a self-presentation for their potential clients, who are mostly individual photographers (about 3 000 photographers also posted their profiles in GlamourModels). Models focus on the two most desirable characteristics in the profession: attractiveness and reliability. We suspect that most of them “embellish” their self presentation in the website by using their most flattering photographs and by stating how enthusiastic and reliable they are.

The tendency to emphasize behavior over physical appearance can be explained because all profiles include photographs, making further descriptions redundant, and because they seem to be aware of the need for reliable models in a field in which models not showing up for photographic session are a frequent complaint (Rooney, 2010; Nicholas, 2012). Apparently, women who posted their profiles at the site know that current glamour modeling often implies some degree of nudity and most included nude modeling among the accepted work types. In several western societies the media are increasingly accepting depictions of the nude human body and women are free to choose this line of work (Solomon et al., 1992; Winship, 2000; Soley-Beltrán, 2004). We agree with the position expressed by Eklund (2011), who wrote that in the online world today, gender and sexuality are parts of the same phenomenon and should not be studied separately.

Postwar changes in American society led to a culture in which women are no longer limited to the house and can be independent and active outside of the home environment (Winship, 2000). These glamour models are not an exception, often stating that they can travel as required. Like all people who work, glamour models use their minds and bodies to reach goals in their society, despite the fact that the emphasis on the body is criticized by some feminists; maybe glamour modeling can be understood within post-feminist theory, even though there is little agreement about what post-feminism is (Gill, 2008).

The posting of more personal information in websites, as done extensively by celebrities, may create a false sense of intimacy with readers (Marwick & Boyd, 2011) and while some models do post this type of information, the website in our study only posts information directly related to modeling. Photographs of attractive women may have the same effect on viewers as the real women, including in many cases the natural fantasies of sex (e.g. Perlow, 2011) and this may be a reason why most models refrain from adding much personal information to their pages in GlamourModels. They would be right if they worried about stalkers. However the “possession state” in a digital medium is different because it is symbolically “reconstituted” (Schau & Gilly, 2003).

The anonymous and textual nature of cyberspace allows users to explore certain sides of their personalities more extensively, or even invent virtual personae quite different from their real life personalities (Papacharissi, 2002). Maybe the glamour model’s self presentation in this website includes some idealization, but in any case is consistent with the expectation of their target: the photographers who may hire them.

Studies and contracts

Most models do not mention having university degrees or other higher studies in their profiles, and this agrees with the practice of modeling during the student years to help finance their education. However, the mean age of these models was close to 28 years so they were expected to have finished college and university studies. We do not know if the reason that so few mentioned degrees in the profiles was that they did not feel it was pertinent, or that they did not actually have degrees.
Considering that the typical fashion runway model earns $30 hour but signs enough contracts to make $30 000 - $60 000/year (www.fashion-schools.org/fashion-model.htm; March 2, 2012), it can be expected that these women would prefer fashion modeling to glamour, because even though glamour pays more per hour ($50-$80: www.modelsanctuary.com/html/guidelines.html, March 2, 2012), there are few contracts per year and a typical glamour model is estimated to earn only $2 400 per year (see Results). Biometric data suggest that the women profiled in GlamourModels have weights and waist-to-hip ratios that are close to the fashion requirements of 54,4kg maximum and near 0,7 ratio, but they are prevented from entering fashion modeling by their height (their mean height is 9cm under the minimal 1,77cm required for fashion models, http://models.com/help/005-what_are_requirements.html).

Their estimated average income of $2400 per year from modeling is not enough to cover the expenses of a person for a year in the USA ($17 000; http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/trio/incomelevels.html). Thus, glamour modeling must be a supplement to their main source of income, which was not considered in this study because most models do not mention it in their profiles.

In conclusion, these glamour models are women in their late twenties who probably would prefer work in the fashion industry but cannot work as fashion models. They find in glamour modeling a supplementary source of income that can be pursued along with other activities and that pays a high fee.
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